
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 
 
 
 
Table S1. Names and abbreviations of desert bighorn habitat patches included in this study. Buffer 5 
patches are italicized. 
 

 
  

Patch name Abbreviation Patch name Abbreviation 

Argus Mtns ARG Nopah Mtns NOP 
Avawatz Mtns AVA North Bristol Mtns NBR 
Big Maria Mtns BMA North San Bernardino/ Cushenbury Mtns NSB 
Black Mts/ Greenwater Range BGR North Soda Mtns NSO 
Bullion Mtns BUL North Spring Range NSP 

Cady Mtns CAD Old Dad Peak/ Kelso Mtns/ Marl Mtns/ 
Club Peak/ Indian Spring OKM 

Cargo Muchacho Mtns CAR Old Woman Mtns OWO 
Chemehuevi Mtns CHE Orocopia Mtns ORO 
Chuckwalla Mtns CHU Owlshead Mtns OWL 
Clark Mtns/ South Spring Range CSS Palen Mtns/ Riverside Granite Mtns PRG 
Clipper Mtns CLI Panamint Mtns PAN 
Coxcomb Mtns COX Pinto Mtns PIN 
Dead Mtns DEA Piute Mtns PIU 
Eagle Crags ECR Piute Range/ Castle Peaks/ Castle Mtns PCC 
Eagle Mtns EMO Providence Mtns PRO 
East Chocolate Mtns ECH Quail Mtns QUA 
Eldorado Mtns EDO Queen Mtn QUE 
Ft. Irwin Granite Mtns FIG Riverside Mtns RIV 
Granite Mtns GRA Sacramento Mtns SAC 
Highland Range/ McCullough Range HMC San Gabriel Mtns SGA 
Iron Mtns IRO San Gorgonio Mtns SGO 
Kingston Mtns/ Mesquite Mtns KME Sheephole Mtns SHE 
Little Maria Mtns LMA Slate Range SLA 
Little San Bernardino Mtns LSB South Bristol Mtns SBR 
Marble Mtns MAR South Soda Mtns SSO 
McCoy Mtns MCY Turtle Mtns TUR 
Mescal Range/ Ivanpah Mtns MIV West Chocolate Mtns WCH 
Newberry Mtns NNV Whipple Mtns WHI 
Newberry Mtns/ Ord Mtns/ Rodman 
Mtns NOR Woods Mtns/ Hackberry Mtns WHA 

 



Appendix S1. Constructing genetic and demographic networks 10 
  
Calculating least-cost path effective distances 
We generated least-cost paths (LCPs) between all pairs of habitat patches using the Distance tools in the 
Spatial Analyst extension for ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). The input data for this analysis 
included: 15 

1. Habitat patches: a vector layer denoting the boundaries of desert bighorn sheep habitat polygons, 
including populated, unpopulated, and “buffer” habitat patches. We established polygon 
boundaries using expert opinion based on topography and known sheep distribution; in previous 
analyses, expert opinion polygons performed equally well as more complicated habitat model-
based polygons (Epps et al. 2007).      20 

2. Landscape resistance: a raster layer of values denoting the relative cost of moving through each 
landscape cell. We created this layer via the following steps: 

a. Starting with a 1-arcsecond resolution digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area, 
we used the AGGREGATE tool to create a 3-arcsecond (approximately 90-m) resolution 
DEM. 25 

b. We used the SLOPE tool to create a new raster layer of percent slope values, with the 3-
arcsecond DEM as the input. 

c. We used the RECLASSIFY tool to create a new raster layer of landscape resistance value 
based on percent slope.  Cells of >15% slope were assigned cost value of 1; cells of 
≤15% slope were assigned cost value of 10.  30 

d. We added barrier features to the landscape resistance raster. We used the MASK tool to 
convert a vector layer of barrier features (interstate highways, canals, urban areas, etc.) to 
a raster layer in which cells overlapping barrier features were assigned a value of 10 
million, and all other cells were classified as NO DATA. We then used the RASTER 
CALCULATOR tool to create a new landscape resistance layer in which barrier cells 35 
(with cost value = 10 million) were overlain on original landscape resistance cells (with 
cost value = 1 or 10, depending on slope). 

We used the landscape resistance raster layer and the habitat polygons vector layer as inputs to the 
COSTPATH and COSTDISTANCE tools, which we used to calculate the least-cost path between each 
pair of habitat patches. We used the cost distances of these LCPs as pairwise effective distances (ED) 40 
when modeling the relationship between genetic distance and ED among pairs of patches. Additionally, 
we repeated this analysis using a landscape resistance raster layer without barriers. We used the cost 
distances between habitat patches under the no-barriers scenario to determine which pairs would be 
connected by <EDMAX if current barriers were removed (i.e., which currently-severed dispersal corridors 
would be suitable candidates for restoration). 45 
 
Creating networks 
We inferred genetic (i.e. male-mediated) connectivity between pairs of habitat patches using a model of 
the relationship between least-cost path ED and genetic distance (FST) fit with data from a sample of 
habitat patch pairs in the study area. This analysis was previously published in Epps et al. (2007). The 50 
genetic dataset included 392 individuals from 26 populations genotyped at 14 microsatellite loci. Pairwise 
FST values were calculated in ARLEQUIN and transformed to Nm values using the Wright-Fisher model 
FST = 1/(1 + 4Nm). The following model was derived from the regression of Nm values on ED values: 
 

Nm = 9.141 * e-0.112*ED – 0.219 55 
 

Epps et al. (2007) estimated a maximum effective dispersal distance of 16.4 resistance units (called “km-
cost-units” in Epps et al. 2007; see Fig. 3 from that paper) from this relationship.  



 We used a combination of radio telemetry records and mitochondrial haplotype data to estimate 
EDMAX for females. We found nine records of radio-collared ewes dispersing between patches. Our 60 
haplotype dataset included 515-b.p. sequences from the mitochondrial control region in 394 individuals 
from 27 populations (Epps et al. 2005; Epps et al. 2010). A haplotype that is shared between two patches 
is evidence of female dispersal between these patches because mtDNA is maternally inherited and cannot 
be transferred by dispersing males. We only used haplotype data from females (sex was determined 
genetically; Epps et al. 2010) in this analysis because first-generation migrant males could have 65 
haplotypes inherited from mothers in different patches, in which case a shared haplotype with another 
patch would not necessarily indicate female dispersal from that patch. We inferred 22 female dispersal 
events based on haplotype sharing, considering only those instances in which direct dispersal between 
patches was the most plausible pathway (as opposed to indirect dispersal between patches via a series of 
shorter steps through intermediary patches).  70 

For each dispersal event, we calculated the ED of the least-cost path between the source and 
destination patches using the procedure outlined above. Figure S1 shows the frequency distribution of the 
EDs of these ewe dispersal events. Ewe dispersal events were restricted to within approximately 10 
resistance units; two shared haplotypes were observed at greater distances, but because there are other 
possible explanations for haplotype sharing between those populations, we chose to treat them as outliers. 75 
The shape of this frequency distribution is similar to the negative binomial relationship for Nm vs. ED 
found by Epps et al. (2007). We assumed that the female Nm-ED relationship exhibited the same general 
shape, and shifted the intercept of the negative binomial relationship in Epps et al. (2007) downward such 
that the new EDMAX value was 10 km-cost-units (Fig. S2). The resulting equation for female dispersal 
was: 80 

 
Nm = 9.141 * e-0.112*ED – 1.74512 

 
Because our estimate of female EDMAX was a rough approximation, we explored the sensitivity of our 
results to errors as large as 30 percent (see Appendix S2). 85 
 
 

 
Figure S1. Histogram of effective distances of known ewe dispersal events. 
 90 



 

Figure S2. Estimated relationships between Nm and effective distance for males and females. Dashed 
horizontal line shows the value of Nm beyond which additional effective distance does not lead to further 
decline in Nm. 
 95 

 
Removing redundant links 
Because our resistance model identifies steeply sloped areas as lowest resistance, and habitat patches are 
large areas of steeply sloped habitat, least-cost paths between distant patches often travel through 
intervening patches. This means that multiple network corridors may represent the same geographical 100 
path, and creates the potential for redundancy in the network. Overlapping least-cost paths present a 
problem when trying to evaluate the individual effects of corridors on network-level connectivity, because 
some corridors cannot be removed independently of all other corridors. Figure S3 presents an example of 
this situation in the Mojave bighorn system: traveling along the least-cost path between the Granite 
Mountains (GRA) and Wood/Hackberry Mountains (WHA) is roughly equivalent to traveling along two 105 
shorter least-costs paths, from GRA to the Providence Mountains (PRO) and then from PRO to WHA. If 
all three of these least-cost paths (GRA--PRO, PRO--WHA, GR--WHA) are represented as corridors in 
the network, we introduce redundancy because the least-cost path associated with the GRA--WHA 
corridor is composed of the two shorter least-cost paths associated with the GRA--PRO and PRO--WHA 
corridors. It makes little biological sense to evaluate the effect of losing connectivity along the GRA-PRO 110 
least-cost path (e.g., a highway constructed between these patches) unless we also assume that 
connectivity along the GRA--WHA least-cost path would be lost. If we remove the redundant corridor 
(GRA-WHA) from our network, we still preserve the connectivity between the GRA and WHA patches in 
the network (via two shorter corridors), and we now can evaluate the independent effect of losing 
connectivity along either component of the GRA-WHA least-cost path. 115 
 We used a GIS analysis to identify and exclude redundant corridors from the demographic and 
genetic networks: 

1. Each patch was buffered by 1 km to reduce sensitivity to patch boundary definition. 
2. Least-cost paths that intersected one or more buffered occupied patches (other than the source or 

destination patch for that particular LCP) were identified as redundant. 120 
3. Redundant corridors were removed from networks. 



 

Figure S3. An example of a redundant edge in the Mojave bighorn network. The Granite-
Wood/Hackberry least-cost path (dashed line) largely overlaps the two shorter least costs paths (Granite-
Providence and Providence-Wood/Hackberry; solid lines) and thus was not included in the network. 125 
 
 



Appendix S2. Sensitivity analysis 

Male and female EDMAX are important parameters in our network model but are estimated with error. To 130 
explore how error might affect our prioritization results, we performed a simple sensitivity analysis. We 
tested sensitivity to EDMAX by increasing or decreasing our estimate by up to 30 percent in 5-percent 
increments; we then recreated the network and reevaluated the importance of existing and restorable 
patches and corridors. For each type of management action (patch protection, corridor protection, patch 
restoration, or corridor restoration), we calculated the Spearman correlation between our original metric 135 
values and the new metric values calculated at each new EDMAX value.  

In many cases, the set of patches or corridors considered possible targets for a particular 
management action (i.e., the “feature set”) depended on the value of EDMAX; for instance, an empty patch 
that is located 15 resistance units away from the nearest occupied patch would be considered part of the 
original feature set for patch restoration in the genetic network (since it is <EDMAX of 16.4 resistance units 140 
from an occupied patch); however, if EDMAX were reduced to 14 resistance units, that same empty patch 
would be excluded from the new feature set for patch restoration as it would no longer be <EDMAX from 
the nearest occupied patch. In such cases where the original and new feature sets were not equivalent, we 
calculated the correlation coefficient using metric values for only those features common to the original 
and new feature sets. Results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. S4. 145 
 The correlation of metric values among common features may an incomplete measure of effect of 
EDMAX estimate on prioritization results if the composition of feature sets varies strongly with EDMAX. 
Thus, we also quantified the change in the composition of the feature set as a function of EDMAX in two 
ways. First, we calculated the percentage of features in the original feature set that remained in the new 
feature set for each new EDMAX value (Fig. S5). Second, we calculated the proportion of features in each 150 
new feature set that were not present in the original feature set (Fig. S6). Collectively, these analyses 
indicate how the scope of possible management actions is affected by the estimate of EDMAX.  
 

 

 155 

  



 

 
 

 160 
 
 
 

 
 165 
 
 
Figure S4. Sensitivity of prioritization results to error in estimated EDMAX for males (genetic network) and 
females (demographic network). Lines show Spearman correlation of ECP values or MWC values 
between the original network and the error network as a function of error level.  170 

 

Genetic network, ECP Genetic network, MWC 

Demographic network, ECP Demographic network, MWC 



 

Figure S5. Proportion of the original feature set remaining in the new feature set as a function of EDMAX 
in the genetic network (left) and demographic network (right). The feature set is the group of patches or 
corridors considered possible targets for a particular management action, which may vary with EDMAX. 175 
Results for patch protection are not shown because the set of currently occupied patches does not vary 
with EDMAX. 

 

 

 180 

Figure S6. Proportion of the new feature set that is absent from the original feature set as a function of 
EDMAX in the genetic network (left) and demographic network (right). The feature set is the group of 
patches or corridors considered possible targets for a particular management action, which may vary with 
EDMAX. Results for patch protection are not shown because the set of currently occupied patches does not 
vary with EDMAX. 185 
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Appendix S3. Network metrics 

We used two global network metrics to evaluate the effects of individual patches and corridors on 
network connectivity. We formulated the first metric, effectively connected pairs (ECP), as a simple 
measure of the extent of connectivity among patches that are within the ED range of a single dispersal 
event. This metric reflects the potential for short-term connectivity within the network. We used the 190 
shortest.paths function in the igraph package for R (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) to identify the shortest path 
between each pair of patches, then calculated the combined ED of each shortest path (i.e., the sum of the 
EDs of all corridors included in the shortest path) and counted the number of shortest paths that had 
combined ED < EDMAX.  

The second metric, mean weighted closeness (MWC), estimates how close every patch is to every 195 
other patch in a network and accounts for weight differences among corridors. This metric reflects the 
potential for long-term connectivity within the network. We calculated the weighted closeness of each 
patch i as 

 
where dij was the weighted distance between patches i and j. In our case, dij was calculated using 200 
Dijkstra’s algorithm: we inverted the Nm-based edge weights, then calculated dij as the sum of these 
inverse weights along the shortest path (i.e., smallest sum) between i and j. If there was no path 
connecting i and j, then dij was assigned a value of infinity. This is a slight departure from the traditional 
formula for closeness, but has the advantage of being calculable for networks with multiple components 
(Opsahl et al. 2010). We then calculated the mean of the weighted closeness values of all network patches 205 
as a global metric of closeness. 
  
 
 
Appendix S4. Testing relevance of network metrics 210 
 
We tested the relevance of our network-level metrics (ECP and MWC) by generating patch-level analogs 
and determining whether they predicted nuclear genetic diversity (allelic richness, A, and expected 
heterozygosity, He) and mitochondrial genetic diversity (haplotype richness, HR) of patches in the genetic 
and demographic networks, respectively. This analysis included 25 patches within the study area for 215 
which both nuclear genetic data and mitochondrial DNA haplotypes were available (Epps et al. 2005; 
Epps et al. 2010); the nuclear genetic data were used to derive the original models of gene flow and 
landscape resistance (Epps et al. 2007), but those analyses considered genetic difference between 
populations rather than genetic diversity as used in this analysis. Both A and HR were corrected for 
sample size by repeatedly resampling alleles or haplotypes from each population using the smallest 220 
sample size for any population (n = 6) and averaging the number of alleles or haplotypes observed across 
those resamples. Our patch-level analog of ECP was the number of patches connected to a single focal 
patch along a path (single or multi-step) of effective distance < EDMAX (hereafter “ECPp”). Our patch-
level analog of MWC was simply the weighed closeness of each patch (hereafter “WCp”), as calculated 
in Opsahl et al. (2010). We used simple linear regression to test whether A and He were correlated with 225 
patch-level metrics calculated from the genetic network, and whether HR was correlated with patch-level 
metrics calculated from the demographic network. We also ran similar models using two common patch-
level centrality metrics, degree and betweenness, as predictor variables in order to compare the 
explanatory power of our metrics to standard network metrics. Degree is the number of edges attached to 
a node; betweenness is the number of shortest paths from all nodes to all others that pass through a given 230 
node). 

Results: Patch-based analogs of our network metrics calculated for the genetic network predicted 
both A and He of 25 populations within our study system (Table S2). Correlations of both genetic 
diversity indices were slightly stronger with WCp than ECPp, suggesting that long-distance, multiple-step 
movements among patches influence nuclear genetic diversity beyond what is predicted by the number of 235 
populations within EDMAX of any given patch. HR was strongly predicted by both patch-based analogs 
calculated for the demographic model. ECPp predicted slightly more variation in HR than WCp, 
suggesting that long-distance, multi-step female movements (captured by WCp) had less detectable 



influence on HR (Table S2). ECP and MWC both explained considerably more of the variation in all three 
genetic diversity indices than either degree or betweenness, indicating that our metrics are stronger 240 
predictors of male- and female-mediated gene flow than these two traditional metrics (Table S2). 
 

Table S2. Linear regression of genetic diversity on patch-level analogs of network metrics used to 
describe connectivity for desert bighorn sheep populations in the Mojave Desert. Allelic richness and 
expected heterozygosity were estimated from 14 microsatellite markers and are expected to be affected 245 
most strongly by male-mediated gene flow because dispersal in bighorn sheep is sex-biased. 
Mitochondrial DNA haplotype richness (515 base pairs of control region) is expected to reflect female 
movements, as mtDNA is maternally inherited.  
 

Type of 
Genetic 

Diversity1 
Network Patch-level 

network metric R2 P 

A Genetic 2WCp 0.34 0.002 
A Genetic 3ECPp 0.24 0.014 
A Genetic degree 0.06 0.223 
A Genetic betweenness 0.01 0.617 
He Genetic WCp 0.31 0.004 
He Genetic ECPp 0.19 0.029 
He Genetic degree 0.04 0.311 
He Genetic betweenness 0.03 0.397 
HR Demographic ECPp 0.56 <0.0001 
HR Demographic WCp 0.53 <0.0001 
HR Demographic degree 0.43 0.0004 
HR Demographic betweenness 0.32 0.003 

1A = allelic richness, He = expected heterozygosity, HR = haplotype richness 250 
2Patch-level weighted closeness, a measure of how close a focal patch is to all other network patches along shortest 
paths, as defined in Opsahl (2010) 
3Patch-level effectively connected pairs, defined as the number of patches within EDMAX of a focal patch (including 
along multi-step pathways of combined effective distance < EDMAX) 
 255 

 

Appendix S5. Network properties 
 
In addition to our ECP and MWC metrics, here we report several common network metrics to facilitate 
comparison with other ecological networks.  260 
 
Clustering coefficient (also called transitivity) is the probability that a node’s neighbors (i.e., directly 
connected nodes) are themselves neighbors, a measure of the extent to which network nodes tend to 
cluster together. The global unweighted clustering coefficient was 0.473 for the genetic network and 
0.306 for the demographic network.  265 
 
Degree is the number of edges connected to a node. The mean unweighted degree was 2.93 for the 
genetic network and 1.69 for the demographic network. 
 
The degree distribution is the distribution of network node’s degree values, and is often compared to the 270 
degree distribution of random networks with the same number of nodes and edges. The degree 
distribution of the genetic and demographic networks are compared to average degree distribution of 1000 
Erdos-Renyi random networks of the same size in Figure S7 below. 
 



Other common network metrics (e.g., characteristic patch length) are not calculable for our genetic and 275 
demographic networks because they have multiple components (i.e., isolated nodes).  
 
 

 

 280 
Figure S7. Degree distribution of the observed network (solid line) versus the average Erdos-Renyi 
network of the same size (dashed line) for the genetic network (top panel) and the demographic network 
(bottom panel). 
 
 285 
Appendix S6. Prioritization results 
 
Complete prioritization results from the network analysis for each of four management actions (patch 
protection, corridor protection, patch restoration, corridor restoration) are shown in Tables S3-S6. 
Features are ordered by Δ value (the proportional change in network connectivity when a feature is added 290 
or removed from the network; higher Δ values indicate more important patches for network connectivity) 
and ranked accordingly for both network metrics.  
 For patch protection and patch restoration results, the lowest ranking features by MWC have 
slightly negative Δ values. This should not be interpreted as evidence that these patches are (or would be) 
harmful to network connectivity; rather, this reflects the peripheral nature of these patches and its 295 
influence on MWC. Removing a highly peripheral patch from the network can decrease the average 
length of shortest paths between pairs of patches in the network, and conversely, adding a highly 
peripheral patch can increase the average length of shortest paths. This may lead to a negative Δ value 
associated with these patches, but from a practical perspective, protecting or restoring a patch should 
never be deleterious to connectivity of the network. Δ values should therefore be interpreted only as a 300 
relative measure of the impact of individual features on connectivity. 

Network visualizations of prioritization results for patch restoration and corridor restoration are 
shown in Figures S8-S11. 



Table S3. Prioritization results for patch protection in the genetic and demographic networks based on 305 
ECPa and MWCb. Patches are ranked from highest to lowest importance, with separate rankings for each 
combination of network type and network metric. 

 
a Effectively connected pairs, a measure of short-term network connectivity. 
b Mean weighted closeness, a measure of long-term network connectivity. 310 
 

 

 



Table S4. Prioritization results for corridor protection in the genetic and demographic networks based on 315 
ECPa and MWCb. Corridors are ranked from highest to lowest importance, with separate rankings for 
each combination of network type and network metric. 

 
a Effectively connected pairs, a measure of short-term network connectivity. 
b Mean weighted closeness, a measure of long-term network connectivity. 320 
 



Table S5. Prioritization results for patch restoration in the genetic and demographic networks based on 
ECPa and MWCb. Patches are ranked from highest to lowest importance, with separate rankings for each 
combination of network type and network metric. 
 325 

 
a Effectively connected pairs, a measure of short-term network connectivity. 
b Mean weighted closeness, a measure of long-term network connectivity. 
 

 330 
 
 

 
Table S6. Prioritization results for corridor restoration in the genetic and demographic networks based on 
ECPa and MWCb. Corridors are ranked from highest to lowest importance, with separate rankings for 335 
each combination of network type and network metric. 

 

 
a Effectively connected pairs, a measure of short-term network connectivity. 
b Mean weighted closeness, a measure of long-term network connectivity. 340 
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 375 

Figure S8. Prioritization of corridor restoration in the genetic network as ranked by ECP (top panel) and 
MWC (bottom panel). Gray lines represent existing corridors. Orange lines represent potentially 
restorable corridors, with line width inversely proportional to rank (thicker lines are more important 
restorable corridors for network connectivity). Patches are labeled with 3-letter abbreviations; for full 
patch names, see Table S1. 380 
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Figure S9. Prioritization of corridor restoration in the demographic network as ranked by ECP (top panel) 
and MWC (bottom panel). Gray lines represent existing corridors. Orange lines represent potentially 
restorable corridors, with line width inversely proportional to rank (thicker lines are more important 
restorable corridors for network connectivity). Patches are labeled with 3-letter abbreviations; for full 410 
patch names, see Table S1. 
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Figure S10. Prioritization of patch restoration in the genetic network as ranked by ECP (top panel) and 440 
MWC (bottom panel). Existing populations are shown with white circles. Orange circles represent 
potential reintroduction patches, with circle size inversely proportional to ranking (larger circles are more 
important reintroductions for network connectivity). Solid lines represent existing network edges, dashed 
lines represent edges associated with patch reintroductions. Patches are labeled with 3-letter 
abbreviations; for full patch names, see Table S1. 445 
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Figure S11. Prioritization of patch restoration in the demographic network as ranked by ECP (top panel) 
and MWC (bottom panel). Existing populations are shown with white circles. Orange circles represent 
potential reintroduction patches, with circle size inversely proportional to ranking (larger circles are more 475 
important reintroductions for network connectivity). Solid lines represent existing network edges, dashed 
lines represent edges associated with reintroductions. Patches are labeled with 3-letter abbreviations; for 
full patch names, see Table S1.
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